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Abstract
Computational thinking (CT) has become an important skill for the new generation, and 
CT teaching games have been introduced to lower the barriers that novices face in learn-
ing programming. However, despite the prevalence of and demand for these games, little is 
known about the effectiveness of their design or about the principles that are conducive to 
learning using these games. In this article, we present a project in which we triangulated 
design research with controlled experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of a computa-
tional puzzle design (CPD) framework in guiding the development of CT teaching games 
for children. Using CT tests, game logs, and a survey, we evaluated the learning outcomes 
of and engagement with various versions of the game LittleWorld, designed based on vari-
ous principles of the CPD framework and implemented in Chinese elementary education 
(n = 202). The results validate the CPD framework and demonstrate that it is a practical 
and systematic tool for designing CT teaching games. The findings of this study provide 
design implications concerning (1) the application of meta-gaming and (2) how serious 
game design research should be conducted.

Keywords Games · Early years education · Computational thinking · Serious game design · 
Evaluation methodology

Introduction

Computational thinking (CT), also known as algorithmic thinking, is increasingly acknowl-
edged as the fourth “R” ability (after Reading, wRiting and aRithmetic) (Henderson et al., 
2007). Starting CT education early is considered pivotal for children to persist in this 
domain (Chen et  al., 2017). It has also been recommended that CT concepts be learned 
before coding skills, because the latter are extremely challenging for novices (Kazimo-
glu et al., 2011). CT teaching games allow players to program without coding statements 
and help them focus on computational problem-solving patterns and logic; thus, they are 
highly appropriate for teaching CT and related concepts to children (Denner et al., 2019; 
Harteveld et  al., 2014; Kafai, 2006; Maloney et  al., 2008; Petri & Wangenheim, 2017). 
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However, only a limited amount of work has been done on how to guide the design of such 
CT teaching games (Spieler et al., 2020; Troiano et al., 2020).

The aim in this study was to fill this gap by developing a computational puzzle design 
(CPD) framework to guide the process of designing CT teaching games for children. 
Adopting design-based research, we first proposed a CPD framework based on a prototype 
in our previous research (Jiang et al., 2019). We then designed the CT teaching game Lit-
tleWorld to validate and refine the CPD framework with learners around the age of 6. This 
study makes a theoretical contribution by developing a CPD framework for the design of 
CT teaching games for children and a practical contribution by developing LittleWorld, a 
CT teaching game that supports CT for children.

Computational thinking and computational problem‑solving

Although the definition of CT has evolved, the term is widely understood to not be limited 
to training in coding skills but to include cultivating computational problem-solving (CPS) 
skills and analytical patterns. CT has been widely recognized as associated with CPS (Jiang 
et al., 2019; Kaleli̇oğlu et al., 2016; Lye & Koh, 2014; Weintrop et al., 2016). In recent 
years, many researchers have begun to focus on the relationship between CT and CPS. 
Studies have found that solving problems with computers can improve the ability of stu-
dents to solve problems involving mathematics and other STEM subjects (Jona et al., 2014; 
Lockwood & Mooney, 2017; Voskoglou & Buckley, 2012; Yadav et al., 2011). Subsequent 
studies have introduced problem-solving steps and features from the field of art into CPS, 
and a creative CPS model has been developed, based on the premise that problem solving 
can further enhance CT capabilities (Chevalier et al., 2020; Febrian et al., 2018; Knochel 
& Patton, 2015). These findings highlight the point that, in terms of problem solving, CT is 
relevant to many disciplines and that the integration of customized problems into curricula 
can enhance competency in both CT and other disciplines (Yadav et al., 2016a, 2016b). In 
addition, CT and CPS are mutually reinforcing and CPS is the core of CT content and pro-
motion (Maharani et al., 2019). Many studies have found that decomposition and abstrac-
tion in CT are used when defining problems, in the generalization stage that occurs in the 
formation of solutions, and when solutions are tested and evaluated in the debugging and 
algorithmic stages (Angeli & Giannakos, 2020; Lee et  al., 2011; Lockwood & Mooney, 
2017; Selby & Woollard, 2013). We thus focus on CPS as the core of CT learning.

CPS refers to the process of defining a problem, figuring out a solution, and assessing 
the effects of the solution in a computational manner (Liu et al., 2011). It includes three 
main steps: formulating a problem (i.e., abstracting and representing the problem in com-
putationally meaningful ways, such as constructing symbol-based models of the problem 
that can be solved based on CS knowledge); building an algorithmic solution; and testing 
and optimizing the solution (i.e., troubleshooting and iterating to develop a more effective 
solution) (Jiang et al., 2019). To solve a problem, students must comprehend other analyti-
cal concepts. For instance, students may need to utilize the concept of looping to solve a 
problem that requires several repetitive manipulations. Therefore, we developed a CPS-
analytic classification of CT concepts for 6-year-old children that includes two categories: 
CPS-related concepts and other analytical concepts. The former refers to the main steps 
used to solve problems, while the latter includes concepts used to analyze and solve spe-
cific problems. This classification guided our development of the assessment items and the 
CPD framework.
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CPS learning for children

The target learners in this study were children around the age of 6, who are in the transi-
tional stage from preschool to elementary school. Typically, children in this age group are 
beginning to develop skills in logic and reasoning, are being introduced to alphabet and 
math concepts, and are being encouraged to explore the world and their environment (UIS 
Information Paper, 2013). An overall improvement in these skills and qualities will lay the 
foundation for the development of CPS (Bers, 2018; Fessakis et al., 2013; Leonard et al., 
2016). Children in this age group are in various stages of education in different countries 
and regions. The U.S. system classifies children in this age group as kindergarten students 
(Irwin et al., 2021). The United Kingdom classifies them as Key Stage 1 (British Council, 
2013). In Scandinavia, taking Sweden as an example, children in this age group are receiv-
ing preschool class education (OECD,2017). In China, children around the age of 6 begin 
the first grade of elementary school (Yu & He, 2011). In our empirical study, we selected 
five classes of first graders from a school in Jiangsu province, China to participate in the 
experiment.

Studies have shown that learning CPS in a proper manner is appropriate given the level 
of cognitive development of 6-year-old children (Papadakis et al., 2016; Portelance & Bers, 
2015). Children of that age can sequence instructions to create algorithms, understand and 
use grids by counting character movements, run programs and check for errors, and control 
structures with conditional and loop concepts (Brennan & Resnick, 2012; Papadakis et al., 
2016; Rodríguez-Martínez et al., 2020). CPS learning for 6-year-old children includes three 
main steps. The first is formulating problems, which can be challenging for young children. 
Studies have shown that for young children decomposing problems can be more difficult 
than abstracting and identifying problems (Lavigne et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2021), unless 
they are implementing the decomposition process by connecting the problem with informa-
tion with which they are already familiar (Bers, 2018; Sullivan et al., 2017). The second 
step is building algorithmic solutions. Novice program learners tend to prefer using sim-
ple trial-and-error approaches to construct problem-solving strategies (Shute et al., 2017). 
Learners need to be guided to create solution strategies, as a pure trial-and-error approach 
may limit CPS development (Chevalier et al., 2020; Olgun, 2017). The third step is testing 
and optimizing the solutions. Most CPS studies for children have focused on testing and 
debugging—that is, identifying and correcting errors (Fessakis et al., 2013; Grover & Pea, 
2013; Lin et al., 2020; Maharani et al., 2019). This study focuses on developing the ability 
of learners to optimize solutions, because researchers have found that reviewing a solution 
and rethinking a more efficient (requiring fewer instruction cards) solution could encour-
age players to adopt an analytical reasoning strategy, with which they can achieve a deeper 
understanding of CPS (Guzdial, 2008; Jiang et al., 2019; Wing, 2018).

CPS learning instruments for children

Problem solving plays a role in CT learning. This constructivist process, which is a key 
process included in CT learning, can be traced back to algorithmic thinking. Algorith-
mic thinking was proposed by Papert (1980), a pioneer in children’s programming edu-
cation, based on Piaget’s constructivist learning theory for children. All CPS learning 
approaches for children, including activities (Rodriguez et al., 2017), games (Leonard 
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et  al., 2016), software (Marcelino et  al., 2018), toys (Wang et  al., 2021), and robots 
(Bers, 2018; Chevalier et al., 2020), are designed to involve problem solving.

Papert also developed Logo, the well-known programming language for children 
(Papert, 1980), which provided a model for subsequent developers who programmed 
learning environments for children. Such environments for children aged around 6 
include CHERP (Kazakoff et al., 2013), ScratchJr (Portelance & Bers, 2015; ScratchJr, 
2018), TangibleK (Bers, 2018), and Lightbot (Yallihep & Kutlu, 2020). In these envi-
ronments, (1) children can program by dragging and dropping command symbols and 
immediately execute the program to test it; (2) the program runs with the real-time 
actions of the character, which are consistent with the currently running commands to 
help the player locate errors; and (3) the programming paradigms adapt to metaphors 
(Fessakis et  al., 2013) (e.g., children are “talking to” or “helping” a game/animated 
character instead of a processor), which is highly appropriate for 6-year-old children’s 
learning. When designing the game, all of the above points related to the CPS cogni-
tive characteristics of this age group were taken into account in this study.

CPD framework and LittleWorld

CPD framework

The key to CPS is problem-solving skills. These are particularly important for the 
design of problems in learning materials, which corresponds to the design of game 
puzzles in a gamified learning environment. Therefore, in our previous work (Jiang 
et al., 2019) we proposed a computational puzzle design (CPD) framework. However, 
the original CPD framework presented only preliminary design principles based on a 
literature review and was not supported by interventional experimental data. As shown 
in Fig.  1, based on the three main steps in CPS (i.e., formulating problems, build-
ing algorithmic solutions, and testing and optimizing the solutions), the original CPD 
framework consisted of three aspects. These aspects are discussed in the following sec-
tions and illustrated with reference to our game LittleWorld. LittleWorld enables play-
ers to explore the mysteries of the insect world, subtly cultivating their CPS skills and 
introducing them to analytical concepts as they help insects solve problems.

Fig. 1  The original computational puzzle design (CPD) framework
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Formulating problems: meta‑gaming and decoration of abstraction

We aimed to support CPS learners in formulating a problem in the core mechanics of our 
game. To improve the ability of players to formulate problems, a CPS game must (1) pro-
vide players with a problem that inspires them to become a problem-solver and (2) ensure 
that players can define the problem by representing the problem abstractly as they formu-
late it. To achieve these two objectives, we adopted two design principles: meta-gaming 
and decoration of abstraction.

Meta‑gaming In most game designs, players identify themselves as a character in the 
game. For example, in the game LittleWorld (Fig. 2a), players press keys on the keyboard 
to play the role of a butterfly by moving and picking up various items. However, CPS game 
designers must also remind the players that they have an identity that is distinct from their 
character in the game, so that they are made to feel that they are a problem solver rather than 
a character who is part of the problem. Thus, we optimized the basic game using the meta-
gaming principle by putting the basic game into a larger one, thereby framing the basic game 
as a subset problem that needed to be solved within a broader problem. Specifically, we put 
the basic game into the “problem pane” of the new larger game, as shown in Fig. 2b. In the 
new larger game, players are unable to control the game’s character step by step; instead, 
they must observe the entire problem environment and propose a solution. Hence, the play-
ers do not identify as the butterfly but are inspired to become problem-solvers who help the 
butterfly. By implementing these design changes, we successfully transferred the players’ 
identity from that of being a character in the game to being a problem-solver. The role of 
problem-solver is hidden in the game, unlike the role of the insect in the game’s story, but 
players use this “observer’s perspective” to help the insects solve problems.

Decoration of abstraction Two factors are important in cultivating the ability of children 
to identify a problem and then transform it into an abstract representation. First, the prob-
lem should be computationally solvable; second, the problem environment should require 
the problem-solver to conduct a process of abstraction to solve the problem. Therefore, an 
abstract problem based on a CPS learning objective was designed first and then the problem 
was contextualized in a vivid setting by decorating it with “embodied coats (i.e., insect 
characters, props, and scenes).” We call this design process “decoration of abstraction.” As 

Fig. 2  Comparison of the basic game and the optimized game. a The basic game. b The optimized game 
based on meta-gaming
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shown in Fig. 3, the game LittleWorld demonstrates this principle in a symbol-based looping 
problem. The problem consists of the actions of moving and picking up three times: circle 
“a” should go forward and pick up the triangles “b,” “c,” and “d.” Hence, by solving the 
concrete problem illustrated in Fig. 2b, children can gradually become aware of the abstract 
concept of “loops” through this concrete experience of repetitive operations to solve prob-
lems. In other words, by associating abstraction with concrete objects within the experience 
of the children, we are anchoring abstract reasoning in the children’s world. In this problem-
solving process, players can learn many CPS concepts, such as pattern recognition (i.e., rec-
ognizing that the essence of the problem is a loop), abstraction (i.e., abstracting the problem 
prototype from the concrete game), data representation (i.e., representing the problem as 
a symbol-based prototype as shown in Fig. 3), and generalization (i.e., transforming other 
problems that need to be solved by repeated actions into the problem of the loop).

Building algorithmic solutions: encapsulation

The second step in CPS is building algorithmic solutions, which occurs in the act of cod-
ing. However, this act is too advanced for young children, even when it is done in natu-
ral language rather than computer language. Moreover, research has indicated that violat-
ing syntax could represent good CPS, especially when developing creative and efficient 
solutions (Chen et  al., 2017). Thus, CPS skills may not be relevant to coding skills. To 
reduce this potential barrier, we proposed the design principle of encapsulation. Encapsula-
tion, meaning to encapsulate statements of programming code into instruction cards, was 
inspired by Kelleher’s definition of programming as the act of assembling a set of symbols 
representing computational actions (Kelleher & Pausch, 2005). This design principle has 
been demonstrated in many programming games (e.g., Robot Turtles, The Foos) designed 
for young children.

Figure  4b shows how players could program by dragging instruction cards from the 
library and arranging them in a programming area. In Fig. 2b, the player has to code like 
a real programmer and spell words. For example, to make the butterfly step forward, the 

Fig. 3  A symbol-based problem 
prototype
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player is required to spell a word and type “s,” “t,” “e,” “p,” “1.” This study follows many 
studies that have analyzed how to reduce the cognitive load of children who are learning 
to spell. For example, the Picture Word Inductive Model (PWIM) was designed to attenu-
ate the cognitive loads of K-6 children when learning spelling (Jiang & Perkins, 2013). 
One study investigated the effect of a digital dictionary format on the incidental acquisition 
by students of spelling knowledge and on their cognitive load (Liu et al., 2014). Spelling 
imposes a high cognitive load, and spelling work is quite difficult for preschool students. 
Effective means have been proposed to manage cognitive loads in spelling as a second 
grade school writing skill (Saada-Robert, 1999). Compared with the situation shown in 
Fig. 2b, in Fig. 4b, the sentence is encapsulated in the card, and the players just need to 
drag and drop the “↑” instruction card. Thus, the game design shown in Fig. 4b reduces 
children’s cognitive load and allows them to focus on the logic and structure rather than 
on the syntax of programming. This CPS approach is more appropriate for young chil-
dren (Kelleher & Pausch, 2005). The CPS skills that players can acquire in this situation 
include functions (e.g., using a loop to build algorithm solutions), variables (e.g., changing 
the number to control the number of iterations of the loop), parameters (e.g., influencing 
the numbers of the loops), and making and remixing (e.g., arranging different instruction 
cards to build a loop).

Testing: NG + 

The last step in CPS is testing, which is also the goal of LittleWorld. Testing consists of 
(1) finding errors and (2) debugging to correct the errors found in the testing phase. To 
develop these two abilities, players implement and repair their program visually. After 
the players click the RUN button (Fig.  4b), the butterfly’s actions are indicated as vari-
ous instruction cards light up one by one. This step helps the players understand how their 

Fig. 4  The optimized game based on encapsulation
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algorithm works. It also helps them to easily locate their mistakes because the lighting on 
the instruction cards pauses when the butterfly stops moving.

In complex software, debugging also refers to the development of more efficient pro-
grams, i.e., optimization. The design principle NG + is used to develop this kind of debug-
ging ability. NG + is short for New Game Plus, a popular mode that enables players to 
replay the game after they complete it. In LittleWorld, NG + encourages players to rethink 
solutions and redesign more efficient ones based on a reward system where they gain more 
stars when they use fewer instruction cards. As shown in Fig.  4a, the player solves the 
problem with six cards, gaining one star. Figure  4b shows that by nesting “moving for-
ward” and “picking up” into the loop, the player gains three stars by using only three cards. 
The NG + mode thus encourages players to review their solutions and adopt an analytical 
reasoning strategy, by which they can achieve a deeper understanding of CPS. In addition, 
as the players experiment with the program in this mode, they develop their CPS skills.

Above all, the CPD framework establishes a correspondence between CPS learning 
objectives and game components, and shows how to develop the CPS competencies of 
players through game play. Thus, the proposed design principles can serve both teachers 
and game designers in developing games to teach CPS. However, the above arguments are 
based on theoretical derivations, and their effectiveness and scientific validity in develop-
ing the CPS of players have yet to be confirmed.

The game

We applied design research and research-through-design methods in designing LittleWorld 
(Dixon, 2019; Gaver, 2012; Zimmerman et  al., 2007). We first used the three identified 
CPS skills to develop the core gameplay of LittleWorld: (1) presenting a visual problem, 
(2) allowing players to design a solution, and (3) testing whether the solution works. We 
then integrated the analytical concepts into the game, which were chosen from the Code.
Org (2010) syllabus of a CT curriculum designed for children. These analytical concepts 
include both declarative and procedural categories. Declarative analytical concepts, includ-
ing instruction, sequence, and algorithm, belong to declarative knowledge, which refers to 
“what,” such as specific facts consisting of concepts, theories, models, and ideas. Proce-
dural analytical concepts, which include debugging, looping, and conditionals, belong to 
procedural knowledge, which refers to “how,” such as rules and steps for solving problems 
(Berge & Hezewijk, 1999). According to the adaptive control of thought theory (Anderson, 
1992), the acquisition of descriptive knowledge is a prerequisite for learning procedural 
knowledge. Therefore, the descriptive analytical concepts are arranged in the first few lev-
els and the procedural analytical concepts are arranged in the latter levels, as explained 
below.

LittleWorld consists of five worlds, each with six levels (i.e., 30 levels in total) that gradu-
ally increase in difficulty. Each world features a different insect and focuses on different ana-
lytical concepts. In World 1, players learn the concepts of instruction, sequence, and algorithm 
(declarative knowledge) by helping a fly to return home. In World 2, players learn the concepts 
of instruction, sequence, and algorithm (declarative knowledge) by helping a dung beetle push 
its ball into a hole. In World 3, players learn the concept of debugging (procedural knowledge) 
by helping an ant move a house. In World 4, players learn the concept of looping (proce-
dural knowledge) by helping a butterfly collect items. In World 5, players learn the concept 
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of conditionals (procedural knowledge) by helping a bee collect nectar and make honey. The 
game is playable on PC and iPad. For our study, we used the PC version exclusively.

Levels introducing declarative analytical concepts

The declarative analytical concepts for the 6-year-old learners included instruction, sequence, 
and algorithm, as shown in Table 1. Figure 5a–d illustrates the graphic interface used to intro-
duce the three concepts to the learners. As shown in Fig. 5a, we guided the players to manually 
drag the fly by one tile to complete the task. Next, as shown in Fig. 5b, the popup displayed 
the “↑” instruction card, which means “step forward.” The players were reminded by an audio 
and textual explanation that, “the operation you did just now is an instruction.” As shown in 
Fig. 5c, in the next level, the players were required to control the fly using instruction cards 
rather than doing so directly. The game then issued more instructions to solve more complex 
problems, such as the level shown in Fig. 5d. By playing a few levels, the players gradually 
realized that they were giving instructions to the fly. The system reminded the players, “When 
you give multiple instructions at a time, you’re providing an ‘algorithm’; when you give multi-
ple instructions in order, you’re providing a ‘sequence.’”.

Levels introducing procedural analytical concepts

The procedural analytical concepts include debugging, looping, and conditionals. These con-
cepts should be integrated into a specific problem environment so that players can acquire 
analytical skills and concepts through solving specific problems. The concept of conditionals 
is used as an example. First, “conditional” is presented as “making decisions based on dif-
ferent conditions” (Duncan & Bell, 2015) so that children aged around 6 can understand it. 
Then, a problem is designed, as illustrated in Fig. 6a. The players are required to create a pro-
gram that instructs the bee to collect nectar from flowers and make honey in the honeycomb. 
However, a yellow dot covers the target tile, preventing players from determining whether a 
flower or a honeycomb is beneath, and thus from deciding whether to collect nectar or make 
honey. At this time, the popup shown in Fig. 6b introduces a game tool and explains, “If you 
want to make a decision between two or more things, try ‘conditionals,’” and shows players 
how to use the tool. After players solve the problem using the “conditional” card shown in 
Fig. 6c, the game reminds them, “This is a conditional that makes decisions based on different 
conditions.”

It is worth mentioning that all of the system buttons and their corresponding operations are 
explained in the game teaching levels so that preschool children can understand the meaning 
and operation of each button. As mentioned above, all of the system buttons and their cor-
responding operations are explained in terms of arrows and gestures via popups with audio 
and textual explanations. During the trial, a research assistant was present to explain the game 
operation steps to the students, and to answer questions and provide assistance as needed.

Literature on CPS assessment

For the experimental part of this research, it is necessary to determine how to assess CPS. 
This section presents a review of relevant studies on (1) CPS assessment approaches, (2) 
CPS assessment content and criteria, and (3) engagement.
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CPS assessment approaches

Several assessment approaches have been proposed in the past decade, such as the func-
tionality-based rubric (Metcalf et  al., 2021), the computational thinking test (Román-
González et  al., 2018), motion charts (Tang et  al., 2020), the climate change model 
(Weintrop et al., 2014), and CPS metrics (Moreno-León & Robles, 2015; Troiano et al., 
2019, 2020). However, these approaches assume that learners have developed digital 
objects with, for example, a platform such as Scratch (Resnick et  al., 2009) and use 
these objects to assess their learning. In contrast to this learning-by-making process 
(i.e., constructionist learning), we focused on learning-by-playing (Kafai and Resnick, 
2009), which is more suitable for 6-year-old learners.

Our assessment approach, inspired by Brennan and Resnick (2012), is intended to 
comprehensively assess the acquisition of CPS by analyzing the presence of coding 
blocks, collecting data on authoring details and in-process learning information through 
artifact-based interviews, and then assessing specific CPS concepts by asking the par-
ticipants to explain, debug, and remix a project to obtain further process-in-action learn-
ing data. In our context, we analyzed how students played using metrics from the game 
logs, assessed specific CPS concepts via a test, and then conducted interviews with the 
students to explain the test data.

Fig. 5  Levels introducing declarative analytical concepts

Fig. 6  The level introducing conditionals
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CPS assessment content and criteria

Because there is no standard definition of CPS and there are different learning goals 
for those of different age groups and disciplines, we had no normative framework for 
assessing CPS to serve as a reference. We used the SDARE framework by Liu et  al. 
(2011), which consists of five components adapted from the standards of the Computer 
Science Teacher Association: (1) using machine-recognizable syntax, (2) analyzing 
data, (3) generating solutions with algorithms (a series of ordered steps), (4) abstract-
ing and presenting problems, and (5) achieving the most efficient and effective solu-
tion. Based on these five components, we refined the aforementioned three main steps of 
CPS as (1) formulating problems with abstract representation, (2) building algorithmic 
solutions using symbol-based coding language, and (3) testing and optimizing the most 
effective solutions using minimal resources.

Brennan and Resnick (2012) suggested that there can be three perspectives in a CPS 
assessment: (1) computational concepts (i.e., key concepts in programming languages, 
such as loops, conditionals, events, etc.), (2) computational practices (i.e., practices 
engaging in the processes of artifact construction, such as abstracting, testing, reusing, 
etc.), and (3) computational perspectives (i.e., computational ways of understanding and 
describing themselves, inter-object relationships, or even the world, such as expressing 
and questioning). Informed by this model, and based on the CPS-analytic classification 
of learning concepts for young children mentioned above, we defined computational 
concepts in our work as the analytical concepts to solve specific problems and compu-
tational practices as the three (refined) CPS skills. Although we considered the compu-
tational perspective to be outside the scope of this study, we included it in the first CPS 
skill of formulating problems, such as to teach children to understand and describe the 
problem in a computational manner (i.e., identify and group problems that need to be 
solved by repetitive operations into loops) and to present problems in a symbol-based 
prototype, including inter-object relationships (i.e., the relationships between the rel-
evant factors that make up the problem).

On this basis, we developed a two-component CPS framework (Table 1) with (1) CPS-
related concepts to formulate problems from computational perspectives and guide a prob-
lem-solving practice in a computational manner (categorized by the three CPS skills) and 
(2) analytical concepts such as loops and conditionals to solve specific problems.

Engagement

The term “engagement” originated in the field of distance education research, and numer-
ous studies have demonstrated that learning through gameplay can greatly enhance the 
engagement of learners (Hamari et  al., 2016; Ke et  al., 2016; Moon & Ke, 2020). The 
literature in the field of game-based learning (GBL) defines engagement in two catego-
ries: some researchers have considered GBL engagement to be about fun, playfulness, 
and enjoyment (Hainey et  al., 2011), while others have proposed that GBL engagement 
involves a motivation to learn (Farrell & Moffat, 2014; Hainey et al., 2011) and have sug-
gested that engagement is critical for student motivation and learning, both during the edu-
cational activity and afterwards (Hamari et al., 2016; Harteveld, 2011; Iliya et al., 2015). 
This study refers to these two types of engagement as “playing engagement” and “learning 
engagement,” respectively.
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Castell and Jenson (2003) argued that “without play, education becomes a force of 
compliance.” Based on the GBL engagement studies described previously, we believe that 
game-based learning for 6-year-old learners is an aesthetic and non-utilitarian process that 
involves both learning and experiencing/playing. Thus, we assert that by feeling engaged 
in playing CPS teaching games, students (1) have an enjoyable experience; that is, playing 
engagement, and (2) increase their motivation to learn more (i.e., they may continue learn-
ing CPS beyond playing the game); that is, learning engagement. Given the importance 
of engagement in educational games and for learning in general (Huizenga et  al., 2009; 
Sabourin & Lester, 2014), in this study we were interested in both direct learning gains (as 
measured by the CPS assessment and criteria in Table 1) and engagement (which may indi-
rectly affect learning). As such, we included engagement as an assessment criterion.

The present study

The goal of this study was to determine whether games designed based on the CPD frame-
work can enhance young children’s engagement with and learning of CPS. Specifically, 
we attempted to answer the following question. To what extent does each CPD principle 
or the interactions of the principles affect children’s engagement with and acquisition of 
CPS? Because decoration of abstraction and encapsulation are necessary in the design of 
CPS teaching games for 6-year-old learners, there was no need to assess these two design 
principles. Regarding the principle of decoration of abstraction, what players achieve in the 
game is what was designed into the game, and it is necessary to decorate a symbol-based 
question prototype based on a certain CPS concept; otherwise, players cannot learn the 
concept in the game. Therefore, we used the decoration-of-abstraction principle to design 
a CPS teaching game for every version of the game LittleWorld. Regarding the principle 
of encapsulation, because coding is too advanced for 6-year-old learners, encapsulation is 
fundamental for the design of non-coding programming games for 6-year-old learners. We 
encapsulated the coding sentences into instruction cards and then assessed the other two 
design principles: meta-gaming and NG + . We formulated the following hypotheses:

H1 A game that includes meta-gaming increases (a) CPS acquisition and (b) engage-
ment more than games without meta-gaming.
H2 A game that includes NG+ increases (a) CPS acquisition and (b) engagement more 
than games without NG+.
H3 A game that includes meta-gaming and NG+ increases (a) CPS acquisition and (b) 
engagement more than games without meta-gaming and/or NG+.

Methods

Materials: four versions of the game

To assess the design principles of meta-gaming and NG + , we developed four versions of 
LittleWorld. The differences between the four game versions are as follows.

G1 = original LittleWorld, including encapsulation and decoration of abstraction
G2 = G1 with NG+
G3 = G1 with meta-gaming
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G4 = G1 with NG+ and meta-gaming

In G1 (Fig. 2a), players control a character to complete a task using a keyboard. G2 is the 
same as G1 except for the inclusion of NG + , which is a reward system: players gain more 
stars when they finish a task using fewer key clicks. G1 and G3 (Fig. 4) differ in their man-
ner of controlling the character. In the meta-game in G3, the problem is nested in the prob-
lem window of the game, which requires players to control the character by building and 
running a program using instruction cards. G4 is the same as G3 but includes NG + . G1 
and G3 also record the numbers of stars in the game log files, which are used to evaluate 
students’ learning results; however, the players do not see the popup window of the stars.

With these versions clarified, we explain how we evaluate our hypotheses. In line with 
H1, which concerns meta-gaming, we expect G3 to perform better than G1; for H2, which 
concerns NG + , we expect G2 to perform better than G1; and for H3, which concerns the 
combined effect of the principles of meta-gaming and NG + , we expect G4 to perform bet-
ter than G1, G2, and G3.

6 Research contexts and participants.
The experiment was conducted in a public elementary school in Jiangsu1 Province in 

China. First-grade students were chosen to be our participants because Chinese first grad-
ers are about 6 years old and therefore fit the target population of this study both physi-
ologically and cognitively. Our participants were in five different classes of approximately 
36–45 each. Each of the four classes played a different version of the game (i.e., G1–G4). 
To control for the positive effects of our game-based educational intervention, we asked 
the students in the fifth class to participate in both the pre-test and post-test without hav-
ing played any version of the game. We refer to this condition as “no game.” Our study 
was quasi-experimental in nature, with the students not randomly assigned to our condi-
tions and the classes taught by different instructors. This grouping was adopted because 
the experiment was more operationally feasible with natural classroom groupings. This 
was because the subjects were young and needed the help of classroom teachers to provide 
discipline, and because it was difficult to achieve time uniformity because of the different 
arrangements in different classes. However, the demographics of the students were similar 
across the classes and the results of the pre-test showed that there were no significant dif-
ferences between the classes.

The analysis included data on 202 of the 228 children who participated in the study. We 
excluded 24 students who missed important class sessions and 2 additional participants 
with cognitive learning disabilities. Regarding demographics, 40.82% of the children were 
female and 59.18% were male. They ranged in age from 5 to 7 years, with an average of 
5.82 years.

Research design and procedure

We conducted a design-based experiment to investigate the effects of different versions of 
the game LittleWorld, which were designed based on the principles of the CPD framework. 
We provided a three-hour training workshop before the experiment, in which the four 

1 Jiangsu, located on the east coast of China, is among the most economically developed provinces in the 
country and is an important industrial base. The proportion of the provincial population with a primary 
level of education or higher is much higher than the national average.
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versions of the game and the learning objectives (CPS and analytical concepts) were intro-
duced to the instructors. The instructors knew each student well both inside and outside the 
classroom, and were skilled at communicating with them. Believing that the research team 
would not be very good at guiding the emotions of the first graders and in imposing disci-
pline when they were excited to see the game in the pilot experiment, we asked the class-
room teachers to help us in these aspects. To minimize the role of the instructor, we chose 
people who had the same undergraduate degree to serve as instructors and asked them to 
follow the same instructional language in the training. After piloting the experiment, we 
conducted a formal experiment in the form of a curriculum. The curriculum was unveiled 
over four classroom sessions for each of the five classes of students (i.e., Day 1: Worlds 
1–2 for instruction, sequence, and algorithm; Day 2: World 3 for debugging; Day 3: World 
4 for looping; and Day 4: World 5 for conditionals). Each session lasted approximately 
90 min and took place in the school’s computer classroom.

Every session included six steps, as shown in Fig. 7: (1) training (because half of the 
students had never used computers, we taught them how to use a mouse and how to open 
the game), (2) pre-interview, (3) pre-test, (4) gaming, (5) post-test, and (6) post-interview. 
We used the pre-interviews to investigate the students’ pre-understanding of the analytical 
concepts. We interviewed ten students chosen randomly from five classes, which was suf-
ficient because most of the time, the students had no understanding of analytical concepts. 
In the pre-test, the children had to solve a problem by applying analytical concepts. During 

Fig. 7  Game testing protocol for all of the participants included in our study (n = 202)
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the gaming step, each student used a PC to play LittleWorld. After they played the game, 
the students were retested and interviewed again. In the post-interviews, we interviewed 
approximately 15–20 students randomly selected from each of Classes G1, G2, G3, and 
G4 (60–80 students in total per session). To help the children remember what they had just 
played, the research assistants showed the interviewees the game interface.

Overview

Figure 8 provides an overview of the study. The research questions were derived from the 
research objectives, and then the independent variables (different design principles and 
their associated effects) and dependent variables (acquisition and engagement and their 
four variables after splitting) were identified, after which the measures and data corre-
sponding to the four dependent variables were listed.

Measures

We measured whether the students learned not only analytical CPS concepts (e.g., specific 
commands or functions) but also CPS skills. Analytical CPS concepts were observed and 
assessed via tests and interviews, and CPS skills were evaluated via game log data. We 
further measured student engagement using a survey (learning engagement) and the game 
logs (playing engagement).

Fig. 8  Generating and evaluating the hypothesis
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CPS test

The CPS test consisted of six subtests, one for each analytical concept: instruction (first 
day), sequence (first day), algorithm (first day), debugging (second day), looping (third 
day), and conditionals (fourth day). Each subtest consisted of three questions. To nar-
row the knowledge transfer gap, the questions were first designed in the form of a game 
and then transformed into an abstract form. As shown in Fig. 9, there were two ques-
tions about conditionals. The problem in Fig.  9a is “help the bee to collect nectar or 
make honey according to the conditions under the orange dots,” which is similar to the 
problem to be solved in LittleWorld. Figure 9b shows a mathematical problem involv-
ing an abstract quantitative comparison. The left panel of Fig. 9c shows students solv-
ing problems. We put the problems on the screen, the research assistant read aloud the 
problems on the screen, then the students solved them on the worksheet. Each class 
was assigned a special research assistant, namely, the instructor (see the right panel of 
Fig. 9c), who knew the students well and was skilled in communicating with them. The 
instructor could further explain the problems if a student felt confused, although during 
the course of the experiment no help from the instructor was needed.

Inspired by Bers’ work on grading differences in performance (Dagienė & 
Stupurienė, 2016) and based on the pilot research, we designed the following 6-point 
scale, where higher scores represent more efficient solutions:

0 points: Did not attempt/other
1 point: Did not provide the expected solution
2 points: Mostly did not provide the expected solution
3 points: Partially provided the expected solution
4 points: Mostly provided the expected solution
5 points: Provided the expected solution

Figure 10 shows sample answers from the pilot study to the problem shown in Fig. 9, 
which correspond to different scores on the 6-point scale:

Figure 10a: 0; the student did not try to solve the problem, and just wrote “I can’t” in 
Chinese.
Figure 10b: 1; the student gave a solution in Chinese characters but did not solve the 
problem.
Figure  10c: 2; the student gave a solution with instructions that learned in Little-
World but did not think about different conditionals.
Figure 10d: 3; the student recognized the concept of conditionals but failed to make 
decisions based on different conditionals.
Figure  10e: 4; the student gave a correct outline of the solution and drew three 
instructions in the required order: “step forward,” “loop two times,” and “condi-
tional.”
Figure 10f: 4.5; the student’s answer was almost correct.
Figure 10g: 5; the student gave the complete answer: “move one step forward,” then nest 
“conditional” and “move one step” in the “loop,” and then run the loop two times.

Thus, for each subtest, the students could obtain a maximum score of 15 points (i.e., 
three questions with a maximum score of five points each). Because scoring requires 
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interpretation, two researchers discussed and assigned all of the scores.To obtain 
insights into the students’ understanding of the CPS concepts, we conducted informal 
individual interviews with them before and after their gameplay. In each interview, we 
first asked them to explain a particular CPS concept, such as instruction. If they did not 
understand the concept, we followed up with a term that helped to explain the concept 
(e.g., “order” for instruction). Our interview data were used to supplement our quantita-
tive results. Here, therefore, the interview data are not analyzed separately in the results 
section but discussed in the context of the CPS test results.

Fig. 9  Problems on the conditional test. a A route-planning problem that is concrete and similar to the 
game. b A quantitative comparison problem that is more abstract than the game-like question. c Students 
solving the problem in a 
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Game log data

We used the game log data to measure the CPS skills. The students could perform many 
types of in-game actions, so it was necessary to analyze which actions were related to CPS. 
We identified four key actions related to CPS:

1. Formulating a problem: the process between the initial view of the problem and taking 
the initial action to address the problem, measured as the total time before the first action 
is taken. More time taken suggested that the players put more effort into understanding 
the problems.

2. Designing a solution: dropping and arranging the instruction cards in the programming 
area. This action was only possible in the meta-gaming versions (G3, G4) and was 
measured in terms of the total number of cards used. The use of more cards suggested 
that the players put more effort into trying to determine the best solution.

3. Testing and Optimizing

(a) Testing: clicking the “Run” button and modifying the program. This action was 
only possible in the meta-gaming versions (G3, G4) and was measured as the total 
number of tests. Running more tests indicated that the players worked harder to 
solve the problems.

(b) Optimizing: optimizing the solution after completing the level, measured as the 
total number of replays. Making more effort to improve the solutions suggested 
that the players aimed to better understand how to solve the problems.

In LittleWorld, the logs recorded the number of actions taken on every level and the times-
tamp of each action. Based on the above mapping, we extracted what the students were 
doing on each level, whether formulating a problem or designing a solution. We extracted 
these gameplay patterns from the raw game log files across all levels for each player.

Engagement measures

We also explored the students’ engagement with serious games in terms of engagement 
with playing (enjoyment) and engagement with learning. For playing, we used the Children 
IMI Interest/Enjoyment Scale (MacLeod et al., 2017), which consists of seven statements 
scored on a 5-point Likert scale, where 1 represents “Totally disagree” and 5 represents 

Fig. 10  Sample of the students’ answers in the pilot study
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“Totally agree.” We translated this scale into Mandarin Chinese and included smiley faces 
to help the students fill out the survey (see the appendix), a strategy that other researchers 
have used with young audiences (Goudas et al., 1994).

Engagement in learning is typically viewed as occurring when students display the 
desire to be successful in the learning process (Saeed & Zyngier, 2012). In addition, there 
is another concept that is similar to, but different from, it—”persistence”—which measures 
the ability to overcome potential difficulties (Denis et al., 2010; Schunk et al., 2013). For 
this aspect of engagement, we used the same metric as is used for optimizing: the number 
of plays or the total number of replays after completing a level. If students optimized their 
performance, they showed persistence and a desire to do better. As such, this metric also 
showed whether the students were persistent in their learning.

Results

We present the results in this section regarding CPS acquisition of analytical concepts in 
terms of the mastery of analytical concepts, as measured through the tests and interviews, 
and the mastery of CPS skills, as measured through the game data logs. We then describe 
the results for engagement, as measured using the survey and game data logs.

CPS acquisition of analytical concepts

We analyzed the analytical concepts according to declarative knowledge (“what”), which 
includes instruction, sequence, and algorithm; and procedural knowledge (“how”), which 
includes debugging, looping, and conditionals (see Table 1).

Declarative analytical concepts

We verified that the pre-test scores and the treatment were independent (p = .82), and we 
found that the pre-test scores had a significant effect on the post-test scores (p < .001). 
Therefore, analysis of covariance (i.e., one-way ANCOVA) was used to evaluate the effects 
of different principles as the independent variable with the total pre-test scores of declara-
tive concepts (i.e., instruction, sequence, and algorithm for a total maximum score of 45) 
as the covariate and the corresponding total post-test scores as the dependent variables. 
The results showed that there was a significant difference between the groups in the post-
test scores when we controlled for the pre-test scores, F(4, 202) = 21.87, p < .001.

To examine our hypotheses, we conducted planned contrasts using a Bonferroni correc-
tion for multiple comparisons. The planned comparisons revealed that none of the princi-
ples performed significantly differently, indicating that the significant overall effect pre-
sented was because of the game itself. All of the game conditions performed significantly 
differently from the “no game” condition.

To measure improvements from the pre-test to the post-test for each concept, we per-
formed paired t-tests on the average scores for instruction, sequence, and algorithm for the 
combined treatment groups (i.e., G1–G4). Each declarative knowledge concept improved 
significantly. The effect was much stronger for algorithm, as evidenced by a larger 
Cohen’s d (Cohen’s d for Instruction = 0.54, Sequence = 0.38, Algorithm = 1.24) and there 
were greater differences in the pre-/post-test scores. Furthermore, the pre-test scores for 
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algorithm (M = 3.48, SD = 2.13) were much lower than those for instruction (M = 11.31, 
SD = 2.49) and sequence (M = 10.93, SD = 3.44), suggesting that the students had already 
mastered the concepts of instruction and sequence but did not understand the concept of 
algorithm.

The interview data revealed the same difference in the students’ understanding of 
instruction, sequence, and algorithm. In the pre-interviews, the students understood “direct 
someone to do something” but not instruction; however, in the post-interviews, the students 
made statements such as “instruction is ‘directing someone to do something’” and “instruc-
tion means to make others do something as you asked.” These responses provide evidence 
that the students had already acquired ideas about what instruction means and that they 
understood it to be equivalent to “directing someone to do something.” For sequence, we 
observed a similar implicit understanding (Reber, 1996). In contrast, the students lacked 
such an understanding of the concept of algorithm. This is not surprising, as it is one of the 
most difficult concepts to understand (Charoula et al., 2016; Choi et al., 2017).

Procedural analytical concepts

The procedural analytical concepts tested in our study were looping, debugging, and condi-
tionals. We analyzed the data using an ANCOVA (i.e., with the game version as the treat-
ment variable, the total pre-test scores as the covariate, and the corresponding total post-
test scores as the response variable), and the assumption concerning the independence of 
covariates was met (p = .43). The results revealed a significant overall effect (p < .001).

Planned contrasts showed that the post-test performance for G3 and G4 (i.e., the meta-
gaming versions) was better than for G1 and G2 (i.e., the non-meta-gaming versions). 
There was no difference between G3 and G4 or between G1 and G2. These results suggest 
that meta-gaming was conducive to the mastery of procedural concepts (e.g., loop) and that 
NG + had no effect. Indeed, G1 and G2 did not even perform better than the “no game” 
condition.

The individual results for looping, debugging, and conditionals were similar. Here, we 
use the results for looping as an example. The differences between the pre- and post-test 
scores for each group are presented in Fig. 11. Consistent with the planned contrast analy-
sis, the percentage of students whose scores improved by more than 4 points was higher 
for G3 (25.81%) and G4 (36.36%) than for the other conditions. Moreover, as shown in 
Fig.  12, only the players in G3 and G4 had scores in the 12–15 range, indicating near-
perfect scores for every question.

The interview data confirmed these results. During the pre-interviews, the players had 
no idea about the meanings of looping, debugging, and conditionals, which is understand-
able given that these concepts are difficult to learn from daily life, unlike the concept of 
instruction. Take conditionals as an example. During the post-interviews, the players in G1 
and G2 thought of conditionals in terms of “guess what is in there,” “guess right or wrong,” 
and “identify true or false.” As illustrated in Fig. 13, the players had to guess whether there 
was a flower or a honeycomb under the yellow dot. If they guessed correctly, the bee com-
pleted the task, but did not do so otherwise. Thus, they seemed to translate the gameplay of 
conditionals into a guessing game.

In contrast, players in G3 and G4 thought of conditionals in the following statement: “if 
it’s sunny, don’t take an umbrella; if it’s rainy, take an umbrella.” Although none spoke in 
terms of “if–else,” they clearly comprehended conditionals as “making decisions according 
to different conditions” (Duncan & Bell, 2015) and were able to apply this concept to solve 
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problems outside of the game. As illustrated in Fig. 6, in G3 and G4, guessing is not pos-
sible. Players must instead tell the bee, “if it is a flower, collect nectar; if it is a honeycomb, 
make honey.” As such, the gameplay enforces the use of conditionals.

Acquisition of CPS skills

Table 2 shows descriptive statistics on the measured CPS skills with the metrics derived 
from the game log data. Overall, we see that players in G3 and G4 (i.e., the meta-gaming 
versions) took more time to formulate problems. Players in G4 (i.e., meta-gaming with the 
NG + version) tried more solutions, based on the number of cards used, and tested more 
solutions than G3. G2 players played the most after completing the game, followed by G4 
players. Indeed, G2 players (M = 55.67, SD = 27.14) continued to play approximately 10 
times more than G1 players (M = 5.56, SD = 6.05). These results indicate the effects of 
meta-gaming on the CPS skill “formulate problems” and of NG + on “optimizing,” and the 
combined effects of meta-gaming and NG + on “designing solutions” and “testing.”

To test these effects, we conducted ANOVAs for each metric, and we found significant 
differences between the versions (see Table 3). Planned contrasts with a Bonferroni correc-
tion largely confirmed the aforementioned observations and indicated that G4 players took 
longer than G3 players before their first action (p = .005). For “number of cards used,” there 
was a significant difference between G4 and G3 (p = .003), showing the positive effect of 
NG + . Unlike the analytical concepts results, these game log data results demonstrate that 

Fig. 11  Mean score differences between the pre- and post-tests. a Boxplots. b Bar charts

Fig. 12  Post-test scores for looping. a Boxplots. b Bar charts
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NG + affected outcomes and suggest that the combination of meta-gaming with NG + in G4 
also had an effect.

To further investigate these results, we examined the role of NG + (i.e., the star reward 
system) in G3 and G4. We conducted independent-sample t-tests on the rewards obtained 
for the levels focused on teaching declarative analytical concepts (i.e., Worlds 1 and 2) 
and those focused on teaching procedural analytical concepts (i.e., Worlds 3–5). In both 
cases, the G4 players earned more stars than the G3 players (see Table 4). We further found 

Fig. 13  Conditional level in G1 and G2. The player must guess whether a flower or a honeycomb is under 
each yellow dot

Table 2  Descriptive statistics of CPS skills measured with metrics from the game log data in M (SD) over 
all levels played

G1 and G2 did not allow for testing, and thus have no statistics for the “number of tests” metric

Game version Time to first action # of cards # of tests # of replays

G1 319 (480) – – 5.56 (6.05)
G2 276 (189) – – 55.67 (27.14)
G3 760 (360) 353 (79.9) 143 (34.2) 7.47 (10.79)
G4 1069 (480) 405 (126.4) 171 (44.7) 13.76 (13.42)

Table 3  ANOVA results for the 
four metrics of CPS skills

For consistency, we also conducted ANOVA for the metric “times of 
testing”

Metrics Df1 Df2 F p

Time to first action 3 146 34.48  < .001
# of cards 3 146 343.5 .001
# of tests 1 70 8.75 .004
# of replays 3 146 77.36  < .001
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that the rewards for G3 and G4 were positively related to the total post-score for declara-
tive analytical concepts (r = .76, p < .001) and the total post-score for procedural analytical 
concepts (r = .89, p < .001). These results imply that the number of stars is a predictor of 
students’ test performance.

To confirm this implication, we conducted linear regressions to predict the post-scores 
on the declarative and procedural analytical concepts using the pre-test scores and the 
number of stars as predictors (see Table 5). Both models were statistically significant and 
suitable (adjusted R2 = .63 and .80, respectively). As expected, we found that the G4 play-
ers gained more stars than the G3 players and that the number of stars obtained predicted 
a student’s test performance. However, although the effect was strong, as demonstrated, it 
was not sufficient to indicate a significant difference between G4 and G3 on the analytical 
concepts (Fig. 14).

Engagement

Regarding engagement, we first assessed the students’ enjoyment of the four versions using 
the intrinsic motivation inventory (IMI) (MacLeod et al., 2017). The results are presented 
in the boxplot shown in Fig. 15. The solid points and thick lines inside the box represent 
the average and median, respectively, of each group’s enjoyment scores. An ANOVA did 
not show a statistically significant difference between the game groups on the IMI scores, 
F(3, 140) = 0.676, p = .568. This result indicates that while the distributions differed some-
what, notably for G4, all of the game types were well received by the students. These find-
ings challenge the widely held notion that reward systems lead to a better gameplay experi-
ence (Chen et al., 2010; Klasen et al., 2012; Walsh & Anderson, 2012).

Regarding engagement in terms of learning, we have already presented the results for 
the number of replays, which suggest that NG + can effectively promote student engage-
ment. Thus, although NG + does not have significant effects on the learning of analytical 
concepts and enjoyment, it is a simple way to motivate students to try to do better (Chen 
et al., 2010), which is an important CPS skill.

Table 4  Independent-sample 
t-tests results for rewards in 
analytical concepts

Concept M (SD) t p Cohen’s d

G3 G4

Declarative 19.33 (8.55) 24.69 (7.01) −3.04 .003 0.347
Procedural 21.62 (7.76) 28.23 (6.11) −4.03  < .001 0.485

Table 5  Results of the linear regression for analytical concepts for the G3 and G4 players

Variable Declarative Procedural

Parameter Std. error p Parameter Std. error p

Constant 15.43 2.16  < .001 6.34 1.41  < .001
Pre-test scores 0.88 0.24  < .001 0.19 0.10 .07
Number of stars 0.49 0.05  < .001 0.62 0.04  < .001
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Discussion

Helping children develop computational thinking (CT) is an important goal of educa-
tion in the artificial intelligence era, and CT teaching games hold great potential for help-
ing children develop CPS. It is likely that CT teaching games will continue to proliferate 
(Harteveld et al., 2014). In addition, with advances in game development technology, teach-
ers have been encouraged to customize programming games to suit their students’ level of 
development in computational thinking (Finkelstein et al., 2009; Galeos et al., 2020; Jung 
et al., 2019; Lode et al., 2013). However, the vast majority of teachers understand compu-
tational thinking and learning science but not games and design; thus, many programming 

Fig. 14  Scatter diagram of the stars and total scores (max. 45) for declarative (left) and procedural (right) 
for the G3 and G4 players

Fig. 15  Boxplots of the Interest/Enjoyment scale for each game version
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games are based only on experience and lack the guidance of scientific design theories 
(Hutchison, 2012; Leake & Lewis, 2017; Qian et al., 2018; Yadav et al., 2016a, 2016b), 
which can lead to unsatisfactory game instruction or hinder teachers from developing their 
own gamified teaching resources. However, most of the research in the field has focused on 
the feasibility of using games to develop computational thinking and on the learning effects 
of games; there is little research on the design of programming games, perhaps because 
of the difficulty of achieving interdisciplinary collaborations between computer education 
and game design (Grover & Pea, 2013; Hsu et al., 2018; Lindberg et al., 2019; Miljanovic 
& Bradbury, 2018; Zhang & Nouri, 2019). To address this issue, this study developed a 
CPD framework to guide the design of CPS teaching games and LittleWorld, a CT teaching 
game based on the CPD framework, to demonstrate the feasibility of the CPD framework 
in guiding design practice. In addition, the game was used as experimental material for an 
intervention experiment to ensure that the experimental data accurately reflected the sci-
entific validity and effectiveness of the design framework. In this section, we first discuss 
the empirical findings of our quasi-experimental design study and then discuss the implica-
tions for the design of CT teaching games.

Research‑through‑design findings

Following the preliminary design framework study (Jiang et al., 2019), this study devel-
oped game samples based on the theoretical framework and used them as experimental 
materials for intervention experiments, and then optimized and refined the original frame-
work based on the experimental data. In this section, the findings from the experimental 
data are first presented. Then, the optimized design framework based on these findings, 
the CPD 2.0, is discussed. Table 6 provides an overview of the conclusions related to the 
research hypotheses that we can draw based on the data analysis and results of our design 
research and research-through-design in the design of CPS teaching games (Dixon, 2019; 
Gaver, 2012; Zimmerman et al., 2007). We discuss the findings for both CPS acquisition 
and engagement.

CPS acquisition findings

CPS acquisition involves analytical concepts and CPS skills (see Table 1). Regarding ana-
lytical concepts, we found that including meta-gaming, NG + , or both did not enhance 
learning of declarative concepts; however, a game with meta-gaming was conducive to the 
mastery of procedural analytical concepts. There may have been a ceiling effect regarding 
instruction and sequence, as many students already intuitively understood the meanings 
of these concepts (± 11 out of 15 on the pre-test). In contrast, for algorithm, students did 
not have such a prior understanding, and their understanding increased after they played a 
game with meta-gaming. Although the rewards (number of stars) were strongly related to 
the players’ test scores, our results highlight that the inclusion of NG + was not why they 
obtained such scores. This suggests that high-scoring students tend to pursue (and obtain) 
more stars, whereas low-scoring students did not. Thus, from the analytical concepts per-
spective, we only find support for H1 in the context of procedural analytical concepts.
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We found that meta-gaming was more conducive for promoting CPS skills, with the 
exception of optimizing, because we found that NG + was responsible for cultivating such 
skills. However, the combination of meta-gaming with NG + promoted CPS skills even 
more. This suggests that while meta-gaming is capable of promoting certain CPS skills 
more than others (designing and testing solutions could not be measured for G1 and 
G2), NG + plays an important role in the acquisition of these skills. The observation that 
NG + fostered optimization behavior suggests that the inclusion of meta-gaming does not 
motivate players to improve. In sum, for CPS skills, we found support for H1 and H3 on 
formulating the problem, designing solutions, and testing, and for H2 on optimizing.

In summary, the results demonstrate that meta-gaming plays a key role in students’ 
learning of procedural knowledge. Thus, to apply such knowledge, it is beneficial to posi-
tion players as problem-solvers. This positioning directly articulates certain aspects of CPS 
(i.e., designing and testing solutions) and indirectly encourages players to be more reflec-
tive on how to formulate problems and to be more thoughtful about what they are doing 
(i.e., using an algorithm to solve a problem). Such encouragement can be further fueled by 
NG + , as the results indicated that NG + can encourage players to create better solutions, 
especially in combination with meta-gaming. On its own, NG + seems to be limited to a 
trial-and-error approach to improve solutions.

Engagement findings

This research explored engagement in playing and learning for CPS teaching games. 
We found that the game did not lead to better perceived engagement for players regard-
less of whether it included meta-gaming, NG + , or both. This finding subverts the widely 
acknowledged view that a star system facilitates the gameplay experience in entertainment 
games (Huang et al., 2010; Johansen et al., 2018; Lewis et al., 2016; Siu & Riedl, 2016; 
Wang & Sun, 2012). Our results should be understood in the context of students’ never 
having played games in the classroom; for most such students, any type of game would 

Table 6  Findings on the effects of design principles on CPS acquisition and engagement

The table shows the effects of meta-gaming (G3), NG + (G2), and the combination of meta-gaming and 
NG + (G4) on CPS acquisition (divided into analytical concepts and CPS skills) and engagement. We 
tested three hypotheses: H1: G3 > G1; H2: G2 > G1; H3: G4 > G1 and G2 and G3. The table indicates what 
hypotheses are supported. G1 is the game version without meta-gaming or NG + 

Principle CPS acquisition Engagement

Analytical concepts CPS skills Playing Learning

Procedural Declarative Formu-
lating 
problem

Design-
ing solu-
tion

Testing Optimizing

Meta-
gaming(G3)

H1 – H1 H1 H1 – – –

NG + (G2) – – – NA NA H2 – H2
Both(G4) H1 – H3 H3 H3 H2 – H2
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be engaging. However, the gameplay data indicated that the game versions that included 
NG + led to a better learning engagement: the star system motivated players to replay 
the game more times to create a more efficient solution and earn higher rewards. This is 
exactly what the star system was designed for (Deci et al., 2001; Filsecker & Hickey, 2013; 
Goh et  al., 2017; Huang et  al., 2010; Richter et  al., 2015). Thus, we can conclude that 
NG + increases engagement in CPS teaching games from a learning perspective.

Together, the findings regarding CPS acquisition and engagement suggest that (1) meta-
gaming is key to a deeper understanding of CPS and (2) NG + can moderate the effect 
of meta-gaming and increase players’ engagement to learn. However, our work does not 
provide evidence that the increased engagement to learn fostered by NG + translates into 
actual learning beyond practicing the skills of optimizing solutions.

Revised CPD framework

Based on this empirical work, a more systematic design framework can be developed from 
the original computational puzzle design (CPD) framework (see Fig. 1). Compared with the 
original framework, the revised framework, which we refer to as CPD 2.0, refines certain 
design principles to facilitate the learning of certain CPS knowledge or improve engage-
ment. This revised framework consists of four aspects (see Fig. 16): (1) the CPS compo-
nents, which are the core of CT learning; (2) the gameplay elements and the design princi-
ples (see the section on the CPD Framework); (3) the CPS concepts mentioned in Table 1, 
classified into two dimensions: procedural knowledge (CPS skills and procedural analytical 
concepts) and declarative knowledge (declarative analytical concepts); and (4) engagement 
in playing and learning. As we argued, decoration of abstraction and encapsulation are fun-
damental principles for the design of every type of CPS teaching game. The results for G1 
(the version without meta-gaming and NG +) suggest that even a basic version of the game 
fosters CPS acquisition and is engaging. As discussed, our results regarding meta-gaming 
and NG + suggest particular causal relationships, shown in Fig. 15. Designers and research-
ers can use this revised framework to design and assess CPS teaching games, respectively. 

Fig. 16  The revised computational puzzle design framework: CPD 2.0. The solid arrows and boxes are 
a clearer indication than the dashed arrows and boxes of how the principles affect CPS acquisition and 
engagement
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In the future, the relationships in this framework will be further examined. Other principles 
will also be explored.

Design implications

The findings of this study provide design implications concerning (1) the application of 
meta-gaming and (2) how research on designing serious games should be conducted.

Applying meta‑gaming

Research (Rhodes et  al., 2017) has suggested that some serious games are effective 
in teaching procedural knowledge. Our key finding is that children can master proce-
dural knowledge more effectively in games that include meta-gaming than in those that 
do not. Although the CPD framework is meant for CPS teaching games, meta-gaming 
may be applicable to other types of games for children. The constraints of vocabulary 
and language comprehension make it difficult for children to understand procedural 
knowledge through verbal expression (LeFevre et al., 2006; Rittle-Johnson & Schnei-
der, 2014). However, children can cultivate the problem-solving ideas and skills con-
tained in procedural knowledge by applying them to solve problems (Surif et al., 2012) 
beyond language. Take, for example, the function “conditionals” in this study. It is 
almost impossible for young children to understand the formal definition of “condi-
tionals,” which “perform different computations or actions depending on whether a 
programmer-defined Boolean condition evaluates to true or false” (American National 
Standards Institute, 2007). However, the concept of conditionals can be conveyed to 
children by customizing a problem in a game and guiding them to analyze and rep-
resent the problem, abstract the problem pattern, and select conditions to solve the 
problem. Thus, game puzzle design is key to facilitating young learners’ acquisition 
of procedural knowledge. Here, we summarize our method of translating procedural 
knowledge into game puzzles. This method consisted of four steps:

1. Translate procedural knowledge into actions that the target audience can understand.
2. Build a symbol-based problem prototype that needs to be solved using these actions.
3. Decorate the symbol-based abstract problem as a concrete game.
4. Put the concrete game into the problem pane of a new “big” game and guide players to 

solve the problem.

Meta-gaming may have additional implications that require further study. For example, 
games are especially effective for situated learning, putting the learner into authentic learn-
ing environments (Gee, 2007). However, although through meta-gaming learners may be 
better able to reflect on and articulate the problem, this may come at the cost of being 
(emotionally) distanced from the task. Thus, whether meta-gaming should be applied may 
depend on the educational objectives and the problem context.
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Research insight on serious game design

Through the LittleWorld project, we gained the insight that unless games are intentionally 
designed to achieve a certain learning outcome, their effects are unlikely to emerge clearly 
(Harteveld, 2011; Lee et al., 2012). In other words, it would be impossible to implement seri-
ous games using a “gamification” design strategy (i.e., first create a generic game shell, then 
inject certain questions or interactions to teach content, which is perceived as a disruption and 
distraction to the flow of serious games). This insight emphasizes two aspects of designing 
serious games: (1) a learning objective concerning “what to assess” should be intentionally 
designed into the gameplay, and (2) how the learning outcomes should be measured, which 
involves “how to assess,” should be considered when the learning objectives are designed. The 
latter includes considerations of what data to collect to evaluate the learning outcomes, both 
from the game and from other sources. In our case, for example, we used tests to measure ana-
lytical CPS concepts, and we used game logs to measure CPS skills.

In conclusion, design and assessment should be regarded as interdependent rather 
than separate. The intentional design (of games and assessments) has been advocated by 
other researchers (Harteveld & Sutherland, 2015) and is part of game-based assessment 
approaches that are grounded in evidence-centered design (Kim et al., 2016; Mislevy et al., 
2003). Related to this entanglement of design and assessment, our work further demon-
strated that integrating the two meaningfully using a “research-through-design” approach 
is a promising practice for serious game design and research.

Limitations and future directions

Our work was conducted in the context of Chinese elementary education and classroom 
settings. Because we worked with young children, we have no reason to believe that the 
effects would be different in other countries; however, children who have had more expo-
sure to educational games may respond differently. Besides, although the physiological 
development of children is similar across countries, cultural and educational differences 
may affect the generalizability of this study across countries and regions.

The classroom setting restricted the time available for the study. This forced us to choose 
certain assessment activities (i.e., the CPS test and survey) that may not have accurately meas-
ured CPS acquisition and engagement. We addressed this potential limitation by comple-
menting the CPS test data with interviews and game log data, which confirmed our findings. 
Nevertheless, future work could involve inviting students to complete “unplugged” activities 
(Dagiene & Stupurienė, 2016; Rodriguez et al., 2017; Thies & Vahrenhold, 2013) as a form of 
assessment. Future studies could also derive different assessment metrics from game log data.

Because of the limited time and the request to try to complete all of the levels, the stu-
dents may have been less inclined to try to improve their scores, which may have affected 
the results regarding NG + . Additionally, because of the more complicated interface and 
actions needed, the players using the meta-gaming versions (G3, G4) generally took longer 
to complete the levels, which likely deterred them from replaying. It would be interesting 
to observe the results when students are not confined to classroom times and can play else-
where, such as at home.
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Our study was quasi-experimental, with students not randomly assigned to our condi-
tions and the classes taught by different instructors. However, the demographics of the 
students were similar across the classes and we were able to minimize the role of the 
instructor because the activity was led and orchestrated by the research team and all of the 
instructors were trained. There is a potential issue with validity, in that those students who 
did not solve the problem in the quiz, or only partially solved it, did so because they did 
not know the principle or did not know how to phrase it as desired by the question. To truly 
address this issue, a separate study to measure validity is needed, which will be part of the 
next step of the study.

Finally, there is much more to CT than learning related concepts and skills (Jiang et al., 
2019; Kazimoglu et al., 2011). It is also important to change students’ attitudes regarding 
CS and to instill in them behaviors and mindsets similar to those of a computer scientist 
when solving problems. In this way, research on the design of CT teaching games will not 
only develop learners’ CPS abilities at the conceptual level but also establish computer 
scientist-like behaviors and mindsets from the operational and conceptual perspectives.

Conclusions

This study contributes to the literature by (1) demonstrating the feasibility of the CPD 
framework in guiding practice by designing the CPS teaching game LittleWorld and (2) 
validating the effectiveness of the CPD framework through an intervention experiment. 
This study thus makes both theoretical and practical contributions. First, the optimized 
and more systematic CPD framework fills the gap in research on designing programming 
games, which was mentioned in the literature review. Second, the detailed analysis of the 
design of game cases combined with design principles can provide a reference paradigm 
for teachers who lack experience in games and design. Third, this study was an interdisci-
plinary effort involving researchers in the fields of computer education and game design. 
It seeks to break down barriers between science and art disciplines and to innovate and 
expand research on CPS games, including on the designing of serious games, in terms of 
perspective and methodology.

Appendix 1: survey questions used to measure engagement

(a) I enjoyed doing this activity very much.
(b) This activity was fun to do.
(c) I thought that this was an exciting activity.
(d) This activity held my attention very well.
(e) I would describe this activity as very interesting.
(f) I thought that this activity was quite enjoyable.
(g) While I was doing this activity, I was thinking about how much I enjoyed it.

Chinese version:
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